
A CAREER IN EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL

Explosive Ordnance Disposal jobs available on carriagehouseautoresto.com Apply to Explosive Ordinance Disposal
Specialist, Instructor and more!.

Most technicians start their careers in the British army, but you can also train to do this job in the Royal Air
Force or the Royal Navy. On a job, you would identify, make safe or dispose of different kinds of dangerous
explosive devices. A bomb disposal technician identifies explosive devices and defuses them to make them
safe. Here, you would look after and maintain munitions and weapons or load missiles on to fighter aircraft.
You will continue to improve your physical fitness, whilst learning the role of the Corps of Royal New
Zealand Engineers and how to operate as a Combat Engineer. Other skills learnt on this course include the
detailed organisation of combat units, and how they operate together within various types of tasks and
conditions. Royal Navy There are several ways to become a bomb disposal technician in the navy. In the
Royal Air Force you would be a weapons technician, and in the Royal Navy you could be either a mine
warfare specialist or a mine clearance diver. You will learn combat first aid and casualty evacuation,
navigation, and how to operate military communications equipment. Your job title would depend on which
branch of the armed forces you join. You could also work in ammunitions storage facilities. In the British
army you could be known as an ammunition technician or an ammunition technical officer. You could work as
a mine warfare specialist, disposing of explosive devices using remote control submarines, or get involved in
hands-on bomb disposal by becoming a mine clearance diver. This is a physically and mentally demanding
course where you will be taught the basics of operating in a special operations environment. You would
typically: work with the police to make sure dangerous areas have been evacuated find and identify explosive
devices using remote control robots or metal detectors operate remote control vehicles to defuse and destroy
explosive devices communicate with other members of your team using a radio use explosives to destroy
explosive devices defuse explosive devices by hand or using robots keep a look out in dangerous areas to
make sure your colleagues are safe Disposal of explosive devices might only be part of your job. As you
become more experienced and move up through the ranks, gaining additional skills and qualifications, your
salary will rise accordingly. This includes revising existing weapons and medical skills, learning new weapons
systems as well as tactical vehicle movement and communications skills. Some routes differ slightly,
depending on whether you're an officer or not. Related skills. This can vary from one branch to another.


